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Abstract

We present a first step towards developing a cognitive model of decision making using Dynamically Structured Holographic Memory (DSHM). DSHM is a class of memory models used to model human performance in game play, memory tasks, and language learning. The ability to detect and predict patterns is an integral part of memory models and an important part of decision making. However, decision making also requires the ability to evaluate states as more or less desirous in order to motivate the decisions. We apply a DSHM model to the decision-making task of Walsh and Anderson (2011). By initializing memory to a state of optimism and by making the model sensitive to dependencies between non-consecutive events, we find that the model is able to learn the task at a rate similar to humans.
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This paper details the first step in developing a decision-making model from a Dynamically Structured Holographic Memory (DSHM) model.

DSHM is a generalization of BEAGLE (Jones & Mewhort, 2007), a model of semantic memory. BEAGLE has been used to model how humans develop understanding of the meaning and part-of-speech of words from experience with language. DSHM is a variant of the BEAGLE model applied to non-language stimuli. DSHM has been used to model a classic memory task: the fan-effect (Rutledge-Taylor & West, 2008; Rutledge-Taylor, Pyke, West, & Lang, 2010), to model human performance in game playing (Rutledge-Taylor & West, 2011), and has also been used for AI applications, namely as a recommender-system for films and research papers (Rutledge-Taylor, Vellino, & West, 2008). Rutledge-Taylor and West (2008) have noted that DSHM can be understood as a lower-level implementation of the declarative memory in the cognitive architecture ACT-R (Anderson & Lebiere, 1998), with the advantage that DSHM/BEAGLE is more flexible and better suited for modelling the long-term learning of large quantities of data, such as an individual’s lifetime language experience.

While memory models can be powerful tools for detecting structure within data and making predictions from experience, memory models are generally only used to make very simple decisions, such as deciding whether a stimulus is familiar or novel in a familiarity task, or when to 'give up' trying to recall more items in a free recall task.

Conversely, cognitive architectures such as ACT-R and Soar (Laird, 2012) are designed to make complicated sequences of decisions to solve problems. ACT-R uses two systems: a procedural memory and a declarative memory.

Procedural memory consists of condition-action rules weighted by utility scores. Declarative memory consists of chunks of associated data weighted by activation values.

Both the activation of a chunk in declarative memory and the weight of a condition-action rule in procedural memory can be understood as estimates of the usefulness of the chunk or rule. According to Anderson's (1991) rational analysis, the activation of a chunk in memory is an estimate of the likelihood of the information in the chunk being useful in the current situation. Likewise, a production rule's utility is an estimate of the usefulness of performing the rule's action. However, these two kinds of usefulness are quite distinct. For example, it is very useful to know that touching a hot object will burn you, but it is not very useful to touch a hot object. Thus the knowledge of the consequences of touching a hot object will have a high activation in declarative memory but the utility of touching hot objects as a rule in procedural memory will be low.

More generally, the probability of an event is distinct from the utility of the event. Thus, while computational models of human memory are well-equipped to estimate probabilities, they are not designed for decision making because they do not estimate utility.

Adapting DSHM to decision making is attractive because the complexity and intelligence of human decision making is thanks, at least in part, to the immense quantity of experiential knowledge that humans draw upon. A DSHM decision-making model may be able to scale up to decision-making tasks that require a great deal of knowledge.

In what follows, we model human performance in a sequential decision task. This task has already been modelled as a utility learning task by Walsh and Anderson (2011) using temporal difference learning models that can be incorporated into the ACT-R procedural memory. We instead model the task as a prediction task using DSHM. This work is intended as a first step towards developing a DSHM-based model of decision making.

Our approach to modelling decision making is related to the way DSHM was used to model game playing (Rutledge-Taylor & West, 2011). This approach is also conceptually similar to ACT-R models that use declarative memory, rather than procedural memory, to make decisions (e.g., Lebiere, Gonzalez, and Martin, 2007). More generally, it involves the use of a contextualized, instance based memory to understand each situation and decide what to do next.

Experiment

We summarize the pertinent details of the Walsh and Anderson (2011) experimental task here.
At the start of each trial, participants were presented with a pair of letters, one on the left of the screen and one on the right. By pressing the corresponding arrow key, participants selected either the left or right letter. After their selection, a cue shape flashed onto the screen for over a second. Participants then selected a second letter from a different pair of letters. After their second choice, one of two symbols appeared indicating either positive or negative feedback. This ended the trial, after which a new trial would begin.

The position of a letter on either the right or left side of the screen was randomized from one trial to the next, ensuring that participants could not rely on learning a pattern of motor responses to perform the task.

Additionally, the particular letters, shapes, and symbols used in the task was randomized across participants to control for any effect of the symbols themselves.

However, for the purposes of discussing the task, we will use the letters R and J to represent the first binary choice, I and Ô to represent the pair of shapes used as cues, T and V to represent the second binary choice, and we will refer to the pair of symbols that represent positive and negative feedback as good and bad.

![Figure 1: Experimental states and transition probabilities. Adapted from Figure 2 in Walsh & Anderson (2011).](image)

As illustrated in Figure 1, there are three distinct decisions to be made by the participant in this experiment. For each decision, there is a correct choice, that is, a choice that maximizes the chance of receiving positive feedback. Between R and J, J is the correct choice. After Ô, T is correct, whereas after I, V is correct.

Walsh and Anderson (2011) measured participant response accuracy after 200 and 400 trials. Additionally, Walsh and Anderson used scalp-recorded event-related potential (ERP) to detect feedback-related negativity, a hypothesized neural correlate of prediction error. We attempt to model only response accuracy. We believe that prediction error, or surprise, could be modelled using DSHM, however, that is beyond the scope of this paper.

**Dynamically Structured Holographic Memory**

DSHM (Rutledge-Taylor & West, 2008) and BEAGLE (Jones & Mewhort, 2007) are models based on Holographic Reduced Representations (HRRs; Plate, 1995). HRRs are a technique for instantiating and manipulating symbolic structures in distributed representations. When using HRRs, vectors represent symbolic information. These vectors, or symbols, can be combined and manipulated using a small number of operations, namely: vector addition, circular convolution, and permutation.

In BEAGLE and DSHM there are two types of vectors: environmental vectors and memory vectors.

An environmental vector is a vector that stands for atomic perceptions from the environment (e.g., a red circle needs two environmental vectors, one for circle and one for red). Environmental vectors are fixed and do not change. Environmental vectors are created by randomly sampling values from a normal distribution with a mean of zero and a variance of \(1/n\), where \(n\) is the dimensionality of the vector.

A memory vector is a complex representation stored by the model and used to produce behaviour. There are a fixed number of memory vectors, and incoming environmental vectors are used to update them.

In BEAGLE the items of interest are words: an environmental vector stands for a word’s orthography or phonology and a memory vector stands for the word’s meaning. In DSHM, the items of interest are objects relevant to the experimental task: an environmental vector stands for the perception of a thing and a memory vector stands for the concept of that thing.

For example, to create an association between keyboards and computers, each time a computer and keyboard co-occur a copy of the environmental vector \(e_{\text{keyboard}}\) can be added to the memory vector \(m_{\text{computer}}\) and likewise a copy of \(e_{\text{computer}}\) can be added to \(m_{\text{keyboard}}\). The effect of this would be to move \(m_{\text{computer}}\) closer to \(e_{\text{keyboard}}\) and \(m_{\text{keyboard}}\) closer to the \(e_{\text{computer}}\). Over time, the result of this is to organize the space so that memory vectors are clustered around environmental vectors that they co-occur with such that the distance between the vectors equals strength of association.

Another, more complicated example uses circular convolution (denoted by \(^\ast\)). Consider the phrase or stimulus blue triangle. We could update memory as follows:

\[
m_{\text{blue}} +^\ast e_{\text{blue}} \ast e_{\text{triangle}} \\
m_{\text{triangle}} +^\ast e_{\text{blue}} \ast e_{\text{triangle}}
\]

By convolving together the environmental vectors (e) for blue and triangle and adding the result to the memory vectors (m) for blue and triangle (an operation denoted by \(+^\ast\)), we move the two memory vectors towards the point in space described by the vector \(e_{\text{blue}} \ast e_{\text{triangle}}\), and thereby move \(m_{\text{blue}}\) and \(m_{\text{triangle}}\) closer together, indicating similarity between the two concepts. But this is a bad model because people almost never get the concepts blue and triangle confused with each other. This is because blue is a colour (or an adjective), and triangle is a shape (or a noun), i.e. they are different sorts of thing.

Conversely, consider updating memory using the placeholder vector (denoted by \(\Phi\)). The placeholder vector is a random vector, but it is used in BEAGLE/DSHM to encode all associations and thus acts as a universal retrieval cue. We update memory as follows:

\[
m_{\text{blue}} + \Phi \ast e_{\text{triangle}}
\]
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Each environmental vector represents the perception of a 
symbol, i.e., what the model sees when the symbol is 
presented. The environmental vectors are generated 
randomly and are not modified over the course of an 
experimental run, but are different for each artificial 
participant simulated by the model.

Each memory vector represents the concept of a symbol, 
i.e., everything the model knows about that symbol. The 
memory vectors are initialized to a state of optimism, such 
that the model initially believes that any symbol could be 
followed by good. Noise is added to the memory vectors to 
create random variation in the initial choices made by the 
simulated participants. The initialization of the memory 
vectors is explained in detail under subheading Initializing 
memory to a state of optimism. The memory vectors are 
used to make decisions and are updated at every iteration 
over the course the experiment.

The experiment is run for 400 trials. Each trial consists of 
five iterations as illustrated in Table 1. On the first iteration 
in a trial, the start symbol appears and the model must 
select R or J. On the second iteration, the selected letter 
appears. On the third iteration, a cue appears (either ♦ or I) 
and the model must select either T or V. On the fourth 
iteration, the selected letter appears. On the fifth iteration, 
either good or bad appears and then a new trial begins.

Table 1: The symbols presented to the model and choices available at each iteration in a trial.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Iteration</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Presented</td>
<td>start R or J</td>
<td>♦ or I</td>
<td>T or V</td>
<td>good or bad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choices</td>
<td>R or J</td>
<td>T or V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The model keeps track of what symbols have occurred so 
far in the current trial and the order in which those symbols 
occur. This information can be understood as being held in 
a working memory buffer, but how this information is 
held is not a theoretical commitment of the model.

On each iteration of the experiment, the model updates the 
memory vectors corresponding to each symbol that has 
appeared so far in the current trial. If, on the third iteration 
of a trial, the symbols presented so far are "start J ♦", then, 
on that iteration, the model will update the memory vectors 
for start, J, and ♦. If the model selects T, then on the fourth 
iteration it will be presented the letter T, and the memory 
vectors for start, J, ♦, and T will be updated. Memory 
vectors are updated with observed relationships between 
symbols, detailed in Updating memory using open n-grams.

Decisions are made by selecting the choice which has the 
greatest similarity to the query vector. The query vector is 
constructed to ask the question, "Of the choices available, 
which choice is more likely to be followed by good?". This 
is detailed in Querying memory.

Gradually, the model learns that for each choice, there is a 
better alternative. Learning happens for each of the three 
choices at roughly the same rate as human participants 
performing the task, as illustrated in the next section, Comparing the model to human performance.

Developing this model required addressing two questions 
that have not been previously addressed in DSHM or 
BEAGLE models, namely, how to model motivation and 
how to learn dependencies between non-consecutive events. 
The question of modelling motivation is addressed in 
Representing positive and negative feedback and in 
Initializing memory to a state of optimism. The question of 
learning dependencies between non-consecutive events is 
addressed in Updating memory using open n-grams.

Comparing the model to human performance

Walsh and Anderson (2011) had 13 participants in their 
experiment. Each participant performed two blocks of 400 
trials. Walsh and Anderson present data aggregated across 
the 26 experimental blocks. Figure 2 depicts mean response 
accuracy with standard error indicated by error bars.

For the purposes of comparison, we average across 26 
runs of the model. On each run, the model performs 400 
trials. Comparing Figures 2 and 3, we see that performance 
of the model roughly mirrors human performance. 
Performance for both humans and the model is better in the 
latter half of the trials. Both humans and the model learn 
that V is the correct choice after ♦ with relative ease, learn 
that J is a better choice than R more slowly, and have the 
most difficulty learning that T is the correct choice after ♦.
The reliability with which the model learns to choose T after ♦ varies with a parameter, the optimism coefficient. This parameter is explained in the section Initializing memory to a state of optimism. The parameter encourages exploration, but if the value is too high, the model tends to explore too much and insufficiently exploit knowledge of the task gained by this exploration. Figure 3 shows results for an optimism coefficient of 30.

Representing positive and negative feedback
In the experimental task, participants receive positive or negative feedback at the end of each trial. Positive feedback and negative feedback take the form of arbitrary symbols that the participant has been told indicate "1 point gained" or "no points gained" respectively. Participants in Walsh and Anderson's (2011) experiment were promised $1.00 for every 50 points they gained.

Our best model makes no attempt to represent positive and negative feedback as being associated with positive or negative feelings. The good symbol and bad symbol are represented, like any other symbol in the experiment, as randomly generated vectors. The model's goal is to act to maximize the likelihood of getting good to appear at the end of the trial. The model avoids choices that are likely to cause bad to appear simply because those choices are less likely to cause good to appear.

We have explored modelling the bad symbol as an aversive stimulus. This is implemented by making bad the negation of good. We find that when bad is represented this way, the model becomes, as one might expect, risk averse and reluctant to explore possibilities. As a result, when bad is the negation of good, the model never learns that T yields a 20% chance of good after the cue ♦. Instead, the model chooses V regardless of which cue has been presented because it quickly learns that V often yields good and is reluctant to try its chances with T. We speculate that if humans were given an electric shock every time they received negative feedback in this task, we might observe a similar impairment in problem solving performance.

Conversely, representing bad as a neutral stimulus encourages the model to select options that have frequently yielded bad, which, when combined with optimism, leads to a more thorough exploration of the choices available within the task, allowing the model to better understand the consequences of its choices and discover the optimal pattern of decisions (see Figure 3).

Initializing memory to a state of optimism
At the start of the experiment, memory vectors are initialized to a state of optimism. For all symbols in the task (except for good and bad), the model initially believes that symbol may later be followed by the symbol good.

The purpose of optimism is to motivate the model to select untried (or infrequently tried) choices. Without optimism, the model would simply repeat the same choices over and over again, as the model has no reason to believe that the other options would be any better.

Lebiere et al. (2007) also encountered this problem in modeling decision-making and likewise decided to initialize their ACT-R model to a state of optimism.

Making bad an aversive stimulus is an alternative to optimism that motivates the model to avoid choices that yield bad. However, there are two disadvantages to this approach: (1) Human participants are not punished for incorrect choices: they are rewarded for correct choices, and so such a model is performing a different task than the task that humans are asked to perform, and (2) either with or without optimism, variants of the model that are punished...
for incorrect choices fail to learn that $T$ is the correct choice after the $\bullet$ cue, as discussed in the previous section.

Without optimism, the memory vector for a symbol is initialized to be equal to the environmental vector for that symbol. This serves the purpose of adding random noise such that the initial decisions made by the model vary from one simulated participant (i.e., run of the model) to the next.

With optimism, an expression meaning "this is followed by good" is added to the memory vector when it is initialized. For any symbol $s$,

$$m_s = e_s + a(\text{before}(\Phi) * e_{\text{good}})$$

where $e_s$ and $m_s$ are respectively the environmental vector and memory vector for $s$, $e_{\text{good}}$ is the environmental vector for the symbol $\text{good}$, $\Phi$ is the placeholder, a special vector that represents "this" as in "this is followed by good", before is a random permutation selected at the beginning of a run used to indicate that the placeholder comes before $\text{good}$, $\text{before}$ is circular convolution, and $a$ is the optimism coefficient, a scalar value and parameter of the model. Figure 3 shows performance of the model for $a = 30$.

### Updating memory using open $n$-grams

In the experiment, the choice $J$ is more likely to lead to $\text{good}$ than the choice $R$. However, there are two intervening events between feedback and the initial choice: the appearance of a cue and a second decision. In human memory, is a direct association formed between the first choice and the feedback at the end of the trial? Or do people rely on a chain of associations, learning that $J$ leads to a particular cue, which in turn leads to a choice, which in turn leads to an increased probability of positive feedback?

With our model we have assumed that people form a direct association between their initial choice and the feedback received at the end of the trial. The memory update scheme used is a modification of the scheme used by BEAGLE (Jones & Mewhort, 2007) and inspired by Hannagan, Dupoux, and Christophe (2011).

Hannagan et al. (2011) considered a variety of models for how letter position in words is encoded in memory and found that the encoding scheme, unconstrained open bigrams, provided a good model of the kinds of errors people typically make in spelling. In this scheme, all pairs of letters within a word are associated with each other, even pairs of letters that are not next to each other in the word.

In our scheme, at each iteration of a trial, all symbols presented so far in a trial are associated with each other and all groups of symbols are associated with each other, even if the symbols do not occur consecutively.

For example, on the final iteration of a trial "start $R \bullet T$ good" the memory vector for $R$ is updated with,

$$\text{before}(\Phi) * e_{\text{good}} + \text{before}(\text{before}(\Phi) * e_{\star}) * e_{\text{good}} + \text{before}(\text{before}(\Phi) * e_{\text{R or } j}) * e_{\text{good}} + \text{before}(\text{before}(\text{before}(\Phi) * e_{\star}) * e_{\text{R or } j}) * e_{\text{good}}$$

i.e.,

"this came before $\text{good}$"

"this came before $\bullet \text{ T good}$"

where the placeholder vector $\Phi$ means "this" and acts as a stand-in for $R$ for the purposes of memory storage. $R$ is also updated with "this came after start and came before $\text{good}$", "this came after start and came before $\bullet \text{ good}$", etc.

### Querying memory

The query or probe to memory is constructed as the sum of:

$$\text{before}(\Phi) * e_{\text{good}} + \text{before}(\text{before}(e_{b}) * \Phi) * e_{\text{good}} + \text{before}(\text{before}(\text{before}(e_{b}) * e_{b}) * \Phi) * e_{\text{good}}$$

...etc...

where $a$ is the symbol presented on this iteration, $b$ is the symbol presented on the previous iteration, and so on, back to the beginning of the current trial. For the first decision in a trial, the probe vector is simply:

$$\text{before}(\Phi) * e_{\text{good}} + \text{before}(\text{before}(e_{\text{start}}) * \Phi) * e_{\text{good}}$$

For the second decision, the probe contains four terms, i.e.,

$$\text{before}(\Phi) * e_{\text{good}} + \text{before}(\text{before}(e_{\star} or 1) * \Phi) * e_{\text{good}} + \text{before}(\text{before}(\text{before}(e_{\text{R or } j}) * e_{\star} or 1) * \Phi) * e_{\text{good}} + \text{before}(\text{before}(\text{before}(e_{\text{start}}) * e_{\text{R or } j}) * e_{\star} or 1)$$

the similarity, as calculated by vector cosine, between the probe vector and the memory vectors of the two available choices. The symbol corresponding to the memory vector with the higher similarity to the probe is selected by the model as its choice.

Note that for the purposes of this particular model, the only symbols that need to have memory vectors are the choice symbols, represented here as $R$, $J$, $T$, and $V$. However, it is a theoretical or architectural commitment of DSHM/BEAGLE that all perceptual stimuli have an associated memory vector.

The probe vector is constructed to ask a distinct question for each term that comprises it. For the first decision, those questions are "Which of $R$ or $J$ is most likely to lead to $\text{good}$?" and "Given that the $\text{start}$ symbol was just seen, which of $R$ or $J$ is most likely to lead to $\text{good}$?". For the second decision, four questions are posed by the probe: "Which of $T$ or $V$ is most likely to lead to $\text{good}$?", "Given the cue shape that was just seen, which of $T$ or $V$ is most likely to lead to $\text{good}$?". "Given the cue shape that was just seen and the previous decision that was made, which of $T$ or $V$ is most likely to lead to $\text{good}$?". The similarity of the probe vector to a particular choice's memory vector can be thought of as a mean of the likelihoods of that choice for each of those questions.
For example, in this experiment, \( V \) is, overall, very likely to be followed by \textbf{good}, but if \( V \) is preceded by the \( \bullet \) cue or the choice \( R \), \( V \) will not be followed by \textbf{good}. The one question in the probe that is answered with "very likely" for \( V \) is answered with "not likely at all" by the other three questions, and as a result, when preceded with the \( \bullet \) cue, the model rightly estimates that the chances of \( V \) being followed \textbf{good} is very low and as a result the model may correctly select \( T \) in those circumstances instead.

One could introduce into the model an attentional mechanism that weights the terms of the probe. The appropriate value of these weights could be gradually learned by the model as it discovers which relationships are reliable and informative predictors and which relationships are not reliable or not useful predictors. Such a mechanism has not been implemented in this model.

Walsh and Anderson (2011) informed participants before the task "that the initial choice affected which cue appeared, and that the final choice depended only on the cue that appeared". Given this information, one might assume that participants only attended to two relationships: (1) the relationship between the initial choice, the cue shape that appears, and the feedback at the end of a trial. (2) the relationship between the cue, the final choice, and the feedback received.

In our model, we instead make the following assumptions: (1) participants may not have fully absorbed the clues provided by the instructions. (2) attention and recall is, to a degree, automatic such that participants will pay attention to and be affected by things that they may know are irrelevant to the task. (3) and that the rapid pace of the experiment prevents participants from reasoning particularly carefully about the task and the decisions they are making.

Given these assumptions, we believe our model is a reasonable approximation to participant behaviour.

### Conclusion

The work presented here suggests that DSHM/BEAGLE can be adapted to the task of modelling human decision making. While Walsh and Anderson (2011) have already modelled the task using temporal difference learning models that can be incorporated into the ACT-R production system, our model adopts an approach that is importantly different in two ways. First, as in Lebiere et al. (2007), decisions are made on the basis of generalizing from learned instances. Two, DSHM is vector symbolic rather than symbolic.

Vector-symbolic memory systems can account for noise and generalization easily as part of the model’s mechanisms and can efficiently and effectively model memory systems that contain very large quantities of data (Jones & Mewhort, 2007). These advantages motivate us to extend the reach of DSHM to decision-making.

In modelling human performance in this task, we addressed two novel questions for DSHM or BEAGLE models: (1) how to make the model sensitive to dependencies between non-consecutive events and (2) how to motivate the model to explore untried or infrequently tried choices and exploit choices associated with positive feedback. We accomplish the former by storing associations between non-consecutive events in memory. The latter we accomplish by initializing memory to a state of optimism, which encourages the model to explore.

There are some differences between the behaviour of the model and the observed human behaviour, but our decision-making model is very simple, obviously much simpler than what human participants are doing in the task. The model does not form, test, and reject hypotheses. The model is not curious nor does it grow bored. We have only scratched the surface of modelling motivation. Walsh and Anderson (2011) argue that the neural data from the experiment suggest a central role for surprise (or prediction error) in the task. Schmidhuber (2010) argues that surprise, curiosity, and boredom are central to how we learn to predict and decide.
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